This interview was originally conducted in Spanish. My teacher can verify the authenticity of the translation

**Criterion F: Feedback from client**

1) Are you satisfied with the finished product?
   Yes I’m very satisfied, very good

2) Do you like anything in particular about the website?
   Yes it’s very clear and elegant, I liked you organized the information

3) Is there anything that you disagree with or think could be changed?
   Yes, the overall design is very good but I would like to see the website in a different background colour also if possible, although I had asked you for a blue one, also more images about us and information of content to inform better.

4) **Client Requirements / Specific Performance Criteria:**
   - A consistent layout, a blue colour background design
     No, I’m very pleased with the design I really liked it
   - A interactive navigation menu bar
     Yes I’m, it’s perfect, very clear and informed, and you wouldn’t get lost in it
   - Provide an easy way of contact
     Yes very easily
   - Include a map, Google map
     Yes it’s clear and yes it works I really like it
   - Add audio files
     Yes they work just fine, no problems at all
   - Include information and images, provided by the client
     No, I would like to see more information about us and what we are doing so people can become better informed

5) Does the website work with different web browsers?
   Yes it does

6) Does the website show what you intend to show?
   Yes it does, even better than I expected very clear, concise and organized.
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Client Signature: Adolfo Antonio Villacorta Moran